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VILLA HALLER IN MUNICH

I

nterior, design and individual living concepts: interior stylist
Victoria Haller has always been fascinated by houses and
apartments with a personal touch that really make their guests
feel at home. So it’s no surprise that the Swede’s chosen home

in Munich reflects these values perfectly: a 1934 coffee mill simply
brimming with details lovingly curated by the owner.

“Extraordinarily personal” – those are the words Victoria

and bring their own style to bear – a process that took

Haller uses to describe the style of her pre-war building in

around eight months to complete. “We did a full renova-

Munich. The Swede has been living here with her husband

tion starting in 2017,” Victoria tells us when asked about

and five-year-old daughter for over a year now. Looking

the modernisation project. “I was working pretty much

around the house, visitors are greeted by a pleasant, cosy

full-time as the owner-builder, so I really threw myself into

atmosphere in every room they enter, though each is very

every aspect of the design and construction work.” From

different from the last. The attractive blend of old and new

the very beginning, it was important to her that as much

radiates calm, elegance and a traditional yet modern vibe.

of the original building as possible was retained. All the

But it hasn’t always been this way. The house had to

changes and the myriad new details needed to fit in with

undergo a lot of work before the family could move in

the overall style and feel of the house. One of the
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Living space

biggest decisions the family made was to add an exten-

our most important considerations during the planning

sion, which would house a new kitchen, provide a patio

phase was the patio, the garden, and how to maintain

space and offer access to the garden. “We love the mid-

the simple transition between the indoors and outside,”

century Danish style – such an elegant, minimalistic way

Victoria explains. “When we started out, I only had a rough

of living,” Victoria Haller continues. “We wanted our

idea of how to handle these issues. Our garden designer

extension to reflect this while still working in harmony

and landscaper played a key role in hashing all that out,

with the rest of the design.” In order to achieve this goal,

and worked very closely with us to bring our vision to life.”

they had to consider more than just materials, colours
and which direction the new room would face – there were
also a number of practical issues to deal with. “Some of

Continued overleaf >>
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FOR
ARCHITECTURE
LOVERS

Whether you’re a newbie or a seasoned traveller, Europe has a
wealth of beautiful destinations waiting to be discovered. The continent’s storied history makes it a must-see for lovers of architecture
across the globe. While Paris, Munich, London and Rome have an
abundance of attractions to whet anyone’s appetite for adventure,
have you ever considered something further off the beaten path?
Why not explore a 12th century Sardinian wonder or tour the town
that provided architectural inspiration for the 1940 Disney classic
film, Pinocchio? What about the town enveloped by rock?

Four
must-visit
hidden
European
gems

A NEW FAVOURITE PLACE:

THE KITCHEN IN
THE GARDEN
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M

ore and more, people are taking steps to reconnect with
nature. The outdoors is the new indoors, and moving one’s
main living spaces into the garden is the latest trend. There’s
nothing better than cooking, barbecuing and spending time

with friends and family in the open air – so why not combine your kitchen
and garden to create your new favourite place?

FROM BARBECUE COURSES TO AN
OPEN-AIR KITCHEN
The open-air revolution has swept up many
followers, and this family from Germany’s
Lower Saxony region is no exception. Their
fascination with fire started when they got an
Photos: Sonja Schäfer

indoor fireplace. Soon after that, they took a
course on barbecue cooking, after which whey
were determined to create a space where they
could cook and relax together outside. But
just putting a barbecue in the garden would
have been too simple. What the builder-owner
wanted was an indoor fireplace he could cook
on – but in the middle of the garden. An
open-air kitchen was the answer, and the
Acubis system provided the perfect space to

SDL ACUBIS CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

realise this dream, with high-quality fittings
that created the ideal conditions for the
family to enjoy the outdoors for more than
just the summer months. The new kitchen
quickly became their favourite place to be,
a true highlight to their home where they
can while away the hours together surrounded by greenery.
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WATCH A TIME LAPSE OF THE

OPEN! MEETS

3 QUESTIONS FOR

T

he open-air kitchen was created by Ofensetzerei, a company run by Oliver Neugebauer. Its
combination of functionality and clear design
won the innovation the German Design Award

Special 2017. All the materials used in the construc-

OLIVER
NEUGEBAUER

tion are sturdy enough to withstand the strain of the
wind and weather all year round. The kitchen is
a stand-alone modular system that can be combined
with elements such as fireplaces, barbecues, water
and lighting.
OPEN!: What exactly is an “open-air kitchen”?
Strictly speaking, anyone with a barbecue in their garden has an “open-air kitchen”. What makes our open-air
kitchen different, however, is the years of experience and
craftsmanship we put into it. Outdoor kitchens aren’t a
new idea. But the interplay between our experience and
the materials we use makes our open-air kitchen an unrivalled outdoor product with real fire – tamed to make
a functional fireplace/flame grill, of course.
OPEN!: What kind of people are usually interested
in open-air kitchens?
In a world where our children are taking to the streets
to stop the destruction of the natural world we live in,
our open-air kitchen product encourages people to live
outside, like humans used to do. Our core business is in
hand-crafted ovens and hearths, so we have always been
in touch with humanity’s roots. Sustainability is very
important to us. Our target audience makes a conscious
effort to live sustainably and with a focus on value
stability and quality time.
OPEN!: So does no-one cook indoors anymore?
People do still cook “indoors”, of course – and they always
will. The open-air kitchen gives them the option of taking
this “indoor” experience “outside”. What we’ve noticed is
that when people cook indoors, they often use mass-produced ingredients – where as those who cook or barbecue
outside tend to buy their ingredients fresh from the market. In the open-air kitchen, instant products are almost
unheard of – but in indoor kitchens people will often turn
to jars and packets for quick fixes.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OPEN-AIR KITCHENS
HERE: FREILUFTKUECHE.COM
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